Convention
Between ______________________ resident in ____________________ below called the "student",
and STUDY-HELP a.s.b.l., established in Esch-sur-Alzette, 24 boulevard Kennedy, registered in
Luxembourg under the RCS number F8751, it was exposed and agreed as follows:
1. The "student" follows his studies _______________________ in ________________. STUDYHELP a.s.b.l. managed to find a person intending to contribute financially to its study
expenses as far as the "student" follows successfully his studies. It is in this particular case:
_________________, email: ________________________, below called the "sponsor".
2. The "sponsor" is committed to pay the sum of € 150 per month to STUDY-HELP asbl and this
during the remaining study time of the "student", a period of __ years as of 1st September
2019. STUDY-HELP a.s.b.l. commits to forward the funds received by the "sponsor" to the
current account IBAN ROxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx, BIC xxxxxxxx from the
"student", provided that he proves the registration in the pursued studies and the graduate of
the years / semesters of his study and that he respects the obligations ensuing from the
present agreement.
3. In case of payment stop without a valid reason of the "sponsor", STUDY-HELP asbl commits
to seek as quickly as possible a new sponsor to finance the studies of the "student".
4. The "student" allows STUDY-HELP a.s.b.l. to forward his personal details (address, phone,
email address) as well as copies of his results of year / semester to the "sponsor". He
commits to inform the "sponsor" of the progress of his studies in case that he would ask for it.
5. The "student" will contact regularly his "sponsor" for short information about the progress of
the studies, at least a message every three months.
6. The "student" will have to search for a student job during August to widen his experiences.
The "student" will not receive a grant during this month.
7. The "student" will hold STUDY-HELP a.s.b.l. regularly informed about the follow-up of his
studies. He will transmit as soon as possible, by registered letter or by email, the proof of his
registration of the studies pursued as well as the proof of the graduate of each year /
semester of his studies. Similarly, the "student" must immediately inform STUDY-HELP asbl of
the failure or discontinuation of his studies. To facilitate the supervising, the student is
required to pass his/her university account with password to our local
representative (Mr Catalin Albu) so he can check the grades after the exams.
8. If the "student" would change the career of studies or in case he would redouble a semester /
year of study (prolonged maximum one time), he must immediately inform STUDY-HELP
a.s.b.l., who will together with the "sponsor" decide if the monthly payments will be continued
or not.
9. The "student" agrees to use the funds continued by STUDY-HELP a.s.b.l. exclusively for the
needs for his studies.
Signed in two copies at _________________, _____________ 2019
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